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NEW QUESTION: 1
View the Exhibit to inspect the boot environment Information displayed within a non global
zone on your system.
Which two options describe the solaris-1 boot environment?
A. The solaris-1 boot environment is associated with a non active global zone boot
environment.
B. The solaris-1 boot environment is not bootable.
C. The solaris-1 boot environment was created in the non-global zone using the beadm create
command.
D. The solaris-1 boot environment is incomplete.
E. The solaris-1 boot environment was created automatically when the non global zone was
created.
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
A: The - of the Active Column indicates that this boot environment is inactive, and hence not
bootable.
Note: The values for the Active column are as follows:
R - Active on reboot.
N - Active now.
NR - Active now and active on reboot.
"-" - Inactive.
"!" - Unbootable boot environments in a non-global zone are represented by an exclamation
point.
D: beadm create
Creates a new boot environment name, beName.

Note: beadm list
Lists information about the existing boot environment, which is beName, or lists information
for all boot environments if beName is not provided.
Note: Using beadm Utility (Tasks)
You can use the beadm utility to create and manage snapshots and clones of your boot
environments.
Note the following distinctions relevant to boot environment administration:
* A snapshot is a read-only image of a dataset or boot environment at a given point in time. A
snapshot is not bootable.
* A boot environment is a bootable Oracle Solaris environment, consisting of a root dataset
and, optionally, other datasets mounted underneath it. Exactly one boot environment can be
active at a time.
* A clone of a boot environment is created by copying another boot environment. A clone is
bootable.
Reference: Creating and Administering Oracle Solaris 11 Boot Environments

NEW QUESTION: 2
Two IS-IS L1/L2 routers are in the same area on the same Ethernet segment.
How many adjacencies will be formed between them?
A. 0
B. 1
C. None
D. 2
E. 3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You need to design the workflow for an Azure Machine Learning solution. The solution must
meet the following requirements:
* Retrieve data from file shares, Microsoft SQL Server databases, and Oracle databases that in
an on- premises network.
*Use an Apache Spark job to process data stored in an Azure SQL Data Warehouse database.
Which service should you use to meet each requirement? To answer, drag the appropriate
services to the correct requirements. Each service may be used once, more than once, or not at
all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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